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GRADE 8: Physical processes 4 

Light 

About this unit 
This unit is the fourth of four units on physical 
processes for Grade 8.  

The unit is designed to guide your planning and 
teaching of lessons on physical processes. It 
provides a link between the standards for 
science and your lesson plans. 

The teaching and learning activities should help 
you to plan the content and pace of lessons. 
Adapt the ideas to meet your students’ needs. 
For extension or consolidation activities, look at 
the scheme of work for Grade 9 and Grade 6. 

You can also supplement the activities with 
appropriate tasks and exercises from your 
school’s textbooks and other resources. 

Introduce the unit to students by summarising 
what they will learn and how this builds on earlier 
work. Review the unit at the end, drawing out the 
main learning points, links to other work and ‘real 
life’ applications. 
 

Previous learning 
To meet the expectations of this unit, students should know that light comes 
from the Sun and other illuminated objects, that we see things because light 
reflected from them reaches our eyes, and that white light can be split into 
light of different colours. 
 

Expectations 
By the end of the unit, students know how shadows form, and represent a 
ray of light by a line. They know how light is reflected and refracted and 
describe applications and examples of reflection and refraction. They show 
how white light can be split into coloured light by refraction and give 
everyday examples of dispersion. They know that white light results from the 
superimposition of red, green and blue light and apply this to television and 
to colour vision. 

Students who progress further understand how curved mirrors can focus 
light and can be used to create beams of light in car headlights and torches. 
They distinguish primary from secondary colours and predict the effect of 
combining any of them. They offer explanations for natural phenomena such 
a mirages and rainbows 
 

Resources 
The main resources needed for this unit are: 
• overhead projector (OHP) 
• class sets of general optical equipment including ray boxes, mirrors, 

prisms, glass and Perspex blocks 
• transparent plastic bottles 
• opaque beakers 
• laser pointer 
• Internet access 
 

Key vocabulary and technical terms 
Students should understand, use and spell correctly: 
• reflection, mirror 
• incident ray, reflected ray 
• optical fibre, total internal reflection, critical angle 
• refraction, refracted ray, emergent ray 
• prism, colour, spectrum 
• mirage, rainbow 

UNIT 8P.4 
12 hours 
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Standards for the unit 

12 hours 
 SUPPORTING STANDARDS  CORE STANDARDS 

Grade 9 standards 
 EXTENSION STANDARDS 

 8.18.1 Know that light travels in straight lines and that objects in the path of light 
cast shadows. 

 

 

 

 

8.18.2 Know that the intensity of light can vary depending on the light source and 
its distance away; measure the intensity using a light sensor. 

 

 8.18.3 Represent a ray of light by a line in diagrams showing reflection, refraction 
and dispersion of light. 

 

6.16.3 Know that we see light sources 
because light travels from them to 
our eyes and that we see objects that 
are not light sources because they 
are illuminated by light sources and 
light is reflected into our eyes. 

8.18.4 Describe how light is reflected at a surface and understand the difference 
between reflection by rough and smooth surfaces. Know the characteristics 
of an image formed in a plane mirror. Describe everyday applications of 
reflection. 

9.20.4 Explain the reflection of sound and 
light in terms of waves. 

 8.18.5 Describe how light is refracted at a plane surface and describe everyday 
applications of refraction. 

9.20.5 Explain the refraction of light and 
water waves in terms of the change in 
velocity of waves. 

6.16.5 Know that white light is composed of 
light of different colours. 

8.18.6 Demonstrate how white light can be split into coloured light by refraction 
and explain examples of dispersion in everyday life (e.g. oil on water, 
rainbows). 

9.20.6 Know that the electromagnetic 
spectrum can be considered as a 
spectrum of different forms of the 
same radiation, and that each part of 
the spectrum, of which visible light is 
one, has different properties and 
applications. 

 8.18.7 Know that objects appear coloured when viewed in white light because 
some colours are reflected by the object but others are absorbed. 

8.18.8 Explain why objects appear one 
colour in white light but a different 
colour in coloured light. 

 8.18.9 Know the effect of superimposing red, green and blue colour filters.  

2 hours 

Properties of 
light 
 

2 hours 

Reflection 
 

4 hours 

Refraction 
 

4 hours 

Colour 

 8.18.10 Know that red, green and blue light, when superimposed, create white light 
and apply this knowledge to television screens and to colour vision. 
 

8.18.11 Know that red–green colour-blindness 
is common among males. 

Unit 8P.4 
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Activities 

Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

Introduction 
This unit offers an opportunity to revisit the main principles studied in earlier grades (particularly 
Grade 6) using a wide range of light equipment in a physics laboratory. To capture the interest 
of students, repeat one or two striking demonstrations involving light. For example: 
• Shine a laser beam around the laboratory (above head level for safety) and stick small 

(plastic) mirrors on the wall at appropriate places to reflect the beam. It is surprising how 
often this can be done. Ask the class to note that the beam is invisible as it crosses the 
laboratory, but then make a small amount of smoke in the path of the beam at one point – 
immediately the beam can be seen. 

• Create a bright spectrum on the ceiling of the laboratory by reflecting sunlight from outside 
into the laboratory through the door or window using a mirror placed at an angle in a trough of 
water to make a water prism which the light passes through twice. 

In both cases discuss with the class what their observations tell us about the nature of light. 

 

 

Use this column to note 
your own school’s 
resources, e.g. 
textbooks, worksheets. 

 

Light travels in straight lines 
Repeat the Grade 6 (Unit 6P.2) demonstration of the passage of a beam of light from a torch 
through three holes in three cards. Note that the beam can only emerge after passing through 
the holes when all three are lined up in a straight line. Remind students how shadows form. 

  

Measure light intensity – datalogging 
Demonstrate the use of a datalogger with a light sensor. Challenge groups of students to 
produce ideas on solving a problem that involves the measurement of light. Ideas they may 
come up with include:  
• Does it get hotter outside as the light intensity increases?  
• Is there a difference between the light output from a fluorescent tube and that from a filament bulb?  
• What is the difference between light intensity outside a window and that on the inside of a 

window?  
Students will be able to suggest many of their own. 

 

This activity is deliberately very similar to one in 
the Grade 8 unit on heat. They are included 
here to provide practice in the routine use of a 
datalogger.  

Enquiry skills 8.3.3, 8.4.1  

 

2 hours 

Properties of light 
Know that light travels in 
straight lines and that objects 
in the path of light cast 
shadows. 

Know that the intensity of 
light can vary depending on 
the light source and its 
distance away; measure the 
intensity using a light sensor. 

Represent a ray of light by a 
line in diagrams showing 
reflection, refraction and 
dispersion of light. 

Describe how light is 
reflected at a surface and 
understand the difference 
between reflection by rough 
and smooth surfaces. Know 
the characteristics of an 
image formed in a plane 
mirror. Describe everyday 
applications of reflection. 

 

How do we see objects? 
Recall from earlier work that we use the sense of sight to see objects and that we see objects 
when light from them is reflected into our eye. Draw the attention of the class to the beam from 
the laser. When it hits the wall the spot can easily be seen, but when it hits a mirror the spot 
cannot be seen. Ask for reasons why. Explain that light hitting a smooth surface like a mirror is 
reflected only in one direction and we will not see it unless that one direction is into our eye. 
Light reflected from a rough surface is reflected in all directions and some of it enters our eye. 

Draw diagrams on the board or OHP to show light being reflected from smooth and rough 
surfaces (greatly magnified) and show how we represent light rays using straight lines with 
arrows. Tell students to copy the diagram in their books as an example. Insist on the use of a 
sharpened pencil and a ruler for accurate drawing of light phenomena. 

 
Safety: Take care not to allow the laser beam to 
be reflected into anyone’s eye. 

Enquiry skill 8.3.1 

 

 

Unit 8P.4 
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Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

Reflection by a plane mirror 

Show the class two methods for investigating reflection at a plane mirror: the parallax method 
using four optical pins and the simpler method using a ray box. Arrange students into groups 
and give each group both sets of equipment, together with instructions to remind them of the 
processes. Ask them to find the relationship between the angle of incidence and the angle of 
reflection using both methods (the groups can divide if necessary). Demonstrate the 
conventions for drawing a mirror in a ray diagram and also ensure that they are aware that the 
plane causing the reflection is the back of the mirror and not the front. 

After carrying out the processes, each member of the group should have a table of results for 
different values of the angle of incidence, some determined by one method and some by the 
other. Ask them to draw some conclusions.  

Then give instructions on how to find and compare the image and object distances for a plane 
mirror. Ask them to draw a conclusion from this activity also. 

Finally, draw the attention of the class to the lateral inversion of the image in a plane mirror. 

Summarise the three conclusions on the board or OHP and ensure that all have a record of them. 

 

Enquiry skills 8.3.1, 8.4.3 

 2 hours 

Reflection 
Describe how light is 
reflected at a surface and 
understand the difference 
between reflection by rough 
and smooth surfaces. Know 
the characteristics of an 
image formed in a plane 
mirror. Describe everyday 
applications of reflection. 

 
 

Uses of mirrors 
Ask the class, as a homework exercise, to make a list of some uses of mirrors. This list need 
not be confined to plane mirrors. Discuss their findings, perhaps listing them on the board of 
OHP. Add, if it has not already been noted, the use of curved mirrors in telescopes and refer to 
work in Unit 8E.1 showing photographs of planets and their moons. 
 

 

 

 

 

Introduction, the appearing coin 
Give each group an opaque beaker. Ask them to put a coin in the bottom and then sit in such a 
way in relation to the beaker that they just cannot see the coin. Then ask them to pour water into 
the beaker and note what happens. Leave suggestions for explanations until after the main 
activity. 

 

 

 

 4 hours 

Refraction 
Describe how light is 
refracted at a plane surface 
and describe everyday 
applications of refraction 

 
Refraction of light by a glass block 
As with the previous activity on reflection, demonstrate the two methods for investigating the 
path of a ray of light through a glass block. Also give out instructions with the two sets of 
equipment to each group. Ask them to investigate the relationship between the angles of 
incidence and refraction both in and out of the block and the relationship between the incident 
and emergent rays. 

They should, by the end of the session, have a table showing values for the two angles. At this 
stage they should be able to make some general qualitative conclusions, such as: 
• when light moves from one medium to another, its path bends; 
• the relative sizes of the angles of incidence and refraction depend on whether the light is 

moving from air to glass or vice versa. 

The concept of refractive index cannot be covered at this stage, as students will not meet the 
idea of a sine of an angle until Grade 9. 

Make sure that all students note that the emergent ray is always parallel to the incident ray. 
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Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

Real and apparent depth 
Ask for explanations of the ‘appearing coin’ at the start of the topic. Many will realise that it is 
linked to light bending during refraction but may not be able to explain it clearly. Put a diagram, 
on the board or OHP. Return to the beaker of water; this time put a pencil in the beaker so that 
half of it is in the water and ask students to note the apparent bend in it. Ask them whether they 
can draw a similar diagram to explain this. They will need assistance from the board or OHP. 

  

Mirages and other natural phenomena caused by refraction of light 
Ask more advanced students to search the Internet to find out about natural phenomena 
caused by refraction and common in hot desert areas, such as mirages and ‘double sunsets’, in 
which the Sun appears misshapen or even split into two as it sets. Encourage them to show 
how these phenomena are caused by refraction of light passing through different atmospheric 
layers and to share their findings with the class. You or the students can make an interesting 
display of such phenomena using photographs from the Internet. 

 
ICT opportunity: Use of the Internet. 

 

Total internal reflection 
Ask groups of students, using the ray box and the glass block, to investigate carefully what 
happens to the emergent ray as the angle of incidence is gradually increased. Ask for their 
comments. All will realise that at one point the light ceases to emerge from the block and is 
reflected back from the internal surface to emerge again at the front. 

Ask them to measure the critical angle – the angle of incidence at the exact point when this 
transformation takes place. Give them blocks made of different materials (such as Perspex) and 
ask them to repeat the activity. They should note that the size of the critical angle is a 
characteristic of the material. 

Introduce the term total internal reflection for this phenomenon. 

  

Fibre optics (‘light pipes’) 
Carry out this demonstration in the dark using a bent glass rod. Shine a highly focused beam of 
light onto one end of the rod. Note the light emerging at the other end. This is very effective if a 
laser light is used. Ask for possible explanations drawing on the observations from the previous 
activity. 

Show, using a diagram on the board or OHP, how light can travel down the inside of the rod by 
total internal reflection. 

Discuss the applications of this phenomenon, particularly fibre-optic communications. 

Challenge students to make, at home, a light pipe out of a stream of water emerging from the 
bottom of a plastic bottle. If the bottle is illuminated by a torch from the side opposite the hole, 
the light is internally reflected down the inside of the water stream, lighting it up. The most 
successful ones should be shown at school. 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Enquiry skill 8.1.3 
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Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

Introduction  

Refer back to, or repeat, the demonstration of the spectrum made by the water prism at the 
beginning of this topic. Note and name the colours of the spectrum. 

Provide groups with the necessary optical equipment to produce a spectrum using a glass 
prism. Ask them to trace on paper the paths through the prism of the rays of violet and red light 
at the ends of the spectrum.  

In the subsequent discussion of the results, ensure that two important points emerge: 
• white light is made up of coloured light; 
• light at the blue end of the spectrum is refracted more than light at the red end. 

Ask more advanced students to try to detect invisible radiation beyond the red end of the 
spectrum using a suitable infrared sensor. This could lead to the realisation, to be followed up in 
Grade 9, that the optical spectrum is part of a much bigger spectrum of radiation, the rest of 
which is invisible to us. Discuss equipment such as night vision binoculars. 

  

Naturally produced spectra 
Show by diagrams how total internal reflection in raindrops can lead to the production of a 
rainbow. Show more advanced students how primary and secondary rainbows are produced. 

Ask the class where else they may have seen spectra. Most will be able to refer to spectra 
produced by diffraction (e.g. by a CD or by a layer of oil on water). The mechanism of the 
production of spectra by diffraction opens a new area in the study of light which, except for the 
most advanced students, should be left to Grade 11.  

  

4 hours 

Colour 
Demonstrate how white light 
can be split into coloured light 
by refraction and explain 
examples of dispersion in 
everyday life (e.g. oil on 
water, rainbows). 

Know that objects appear 
coloured when viewed in 
white light because some 
colours are reflected by the 
object but others are 
absorbed. 

Know the effect of 
superimposing red, green 
and blue colour filters. 

Know that red, green and 
blue light, when 
superimposed, create white 
light and apply this 
knowledge to television 
screens and to colour vision. Pigments – what colour is the book? 

Show students a yellow book and ask them what colour it is. They will respond that it is yellow. 
Then show it to them in blue light and ask again. Some will say it is black. Some may say that it 
appears to be black. Others may say that it is still yellow but that we cannot see that it is yellow 
in blue light. Ask them all to justify the rightness of their assertions. 

This kind of debate is important science as it illustrates how evidence can be interpreted in 
different ways to lead to apparently contradictory conclusions, all of which are, however, correct, 
based on the level of their interpretation of the evidence.  

Discuss these contradictions with the class, showing how a deeper understanding of what is 
happening is required in order to reconcile the contradictions. 

Ask what must be happening to the white light when it strikes the book if only yellow light 
reaches our eyes. This should lead to the deeper idea about how pigments work (i.e. pigments 
are chemicals that absorb light of particular colours, reflecting only the light that is the colour of 
the pigment). In this case, explain that while white light contains yellow light, blue light does not. 
Therefore the book will appear yellow in white light but black in blue light as no colour is 
reflected. 

You can teach more advanced students about the primary and secondary colours, but this is 
probably unnecessarily complicated at this stage for most students. 

 

Enquiry skill 8.1.2 
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Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

Red, green and blue colour filters 
Reinforce the explanation of how pigments work by placing red, green and blue (primary 
colours) on an overhead projector. Bring any two of them together so that they overlap and note 
that no light gets through when they overlap. Conclude that the blue filter lets through only blue 
light and the green one, only green light. So where the two overlap, no light will get through. The 
same argument applies for the other two combinations. 

More advanced students can do the same activity with the secondary colours, yellow, magenta 
and peacock blue, each of which lets through two of the primary colours. In this case, the three 
overlaps will be red, green and blue and the place where all three overlap will be black.  

   

Combining red, green and blue light 
Ask students if they have come across the abbreviation ‘RGB’ in the context of ICT. Be ready to 
show them a reference to it (the ‘RGB’ colour sliders in the ‘Font color’ tab in Word, for example). 

Demonstrate the effect of combining beams of red, green and blue light. This can be done using 
three torches with red, green and blue glasses. Ask students to explain why the area where all 
three beams overlap is white. More advanced students can be asked to explain the colours 
(yellow, magenta and peacock blue) where only two of the three beams overlap 

Use the RGB colour sliders in ICT applications such as Microsoft Word to demonstrate the 
effect of combining two, and then all three, primary colours in varying intensities to create all 
other possible colours. 

Explain, using a diagram, how the red, green and blue fluorescers in a colour television tube 
work  to create all the colours. Also explain how colour vision works and the cause of red–green 
colour-blindness, a sex-linked inherited condition in about one in ten males. 

At this point, you may wish to offer a colour-blindness test to the class using standard test 
cards. This should be treated sensitively, as it is likely that some of the boys may be red–green 
colour-blind without knowing it. 

 

ICT opportunity: Creating colours by mixing 
red, green and blue font or background colours. 

 
 

 

 The blue sky and the red setting Sun 
This may be done by groups of students or as a demonstration (or as practical homework). 
Place a small amount of milk in a large plastic bottle of water so that it is slightly cloudy. In a 
darkened room, shine a torch beam through the bottle. Look at: 
• the colour of the cloudiness caused by the milk (a bluish colour); 
• the colour of the torch light coming out of the other end (a reddish colour). 

Best results are obtained if the bottle is placed on its side (stoppered). Ask students what they 
think has happened to the light as it goes through the cloudy liquid. Ask, particularly, what has 
happened to the light at the blue end of the spectrum and what has happened to the light at the 
red end. 

Explain that blue light is scattered by small particles like dust more readily than red light, so 
when the sunlight goes through the atmosphere the blue light is scattered making the sky look 
blue and the red light passes through. Ask them to explain why the Sun looks redder (a) when it 
is setting and (b) on days when there is a lot of dust in the air. 
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Assessment 

 Examples of assessment tasks and questions Notes School resources 

The picture shows a pencil that is lying on a shelf in front of a mirror. Draw a picture of the 
pencil as you would see it in the mirror. Use the patterns of lines on the shelf to help you. 

 

TIMMS Grade 8, 1996 

  Assessment 
Set up activities that allow 
students to demonstrate what 
they have learned in this unit. 
The activities can be provided 
informally or formally during 
and at the end of the unit, or 
for homework. They can be 
selected from the teaching 
activities or can be new 
experiences. Choose tasks 
and questions from the 
examples to incorporate in 
the activities. 

The diagram shows the path of a ray of red light hitting a glass block. 

a. Complete the diagram showing the path of the light passing through the block and out of the 
other side. 

b. Draw another ray with the same angle of incidence showing the path of blue light through the 
block. 

c. Draw a third ray showing total internal reflection. Show clearly in your diagram how the angle 
of incidence of this ray will differ from that of the first two. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Unit 8P.4 
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 Examples of assessment tasks and questions Notes School resources 

 Explain the following observations: 

a. The sky is blue. 

b. Water can apparently be seen in the desert on a hot day. 

c. A blue car often looks black in the light of street lamps. 

d. A beam from a torch cannot easily be seen until it illuminates an object. 

e. When you look in a mirror and move your right hand, the left hand of your image moves. 

f. A stick placed so that half of it is in water appears bent. 

g. We can see planets such as Jupiter and Venus in the night sky. 

h. When we see a satellite passing overhead in the night sky, quite often it will suddenly 
disappear. 

  

 Design and make a periscope out of two mirrors and a cardboard milk carton. 
 

Enquiry skill 8.1.3  
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